
EVENT SYSTEMS, INC  -  MODEL DIM-12 
 

INPUT(S) FUSED AT 20 AMPS  (3AG) 
OUTPUTS AT 5 AMPS EACH MAX (3AG) 

 
DMX-512  ADDRESSING: 

   Switch Down = ON     Switch Up = OFF 
       (Nearest LED)  Switch   #1 = 1          Switch   #6 = 32 
           Switch   #2 = 2          Switch   #7 = 64 
    Switch   #3 = 4          Switch   #8 = 128 
    Switch   #4 = 8          Switch   #9 = 256 
    Switch   #5 = 16     Switch   #10 UP=50Hz  DOWN=60Hz   
       
The Dim12 can be factory configured for one – two or three 20 amp AC inputs. If multiple inputs are 
used, they must be either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase e.g. a 220VAC split house service. 
 
Each input has an internal fuse holder and each output is internally fused. Each channel has a 
current capability of 5 amps at 120/240 VAC. 
 
The input (supplied) voltage is chosen by sliding the 115/230 switch viewed through an opening 
on the enclosure’s lid – the voltage label shown must equal the voltage supplied. 
 
The frequency of the voltage supplied is chosen with the 10th position dip switch. This switch is 
the furthest away from the LED power/DMX indicator. 
 
 LED indicator – next to DMX address dip-switch. When  RED indicates AC power is applied 
but no DMX signal, when GREEN indicates that both AC & DMX are present. 
Please note that the GREEN LED only indicates the presents of DMX, not the quality of the 
DMX signal feed. 
 
The input and output connections are via screw down barriers; each input and output includes a 
HOT, a NEUTRAL, and a GROUND.  
 
The input fuse positions have white ink under them to distinguish them from the output  
fuse positions. 
 
The DMX connections are via a male/female pair of 5-pin XLR’s  IN and THROUGH, these 
connections are shorted on the circuit board using only pins 1-2 & 3. If the Dim12 has no power, 
the DMX signal still passes through. 
 
Size 15” (W) X 6.5” (D) X 2” (H)  Weight 5.5 Lbs  Color Flat Black 
 
 
For more information contact Event Systems, Inc (845) 266-3910 or Megaeffect@msn.com      
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